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Foreword
Tarifa has always attracted passionate riders and 
windsurfing addicts. Consistent year round wind 
conditions and easy travel connections make it a perfect 
testing ground. Since 1999, Tarifa had been a home to 
Loftsails founder and designer Monty Spindler. 

A true artisan, Monty’s life is a story of love for his sport 
and his craft. He worked alongside the pioneers of 
windsurfing, motivated always to improve performance. 
The results of this dedication are many innovative 
solutions and event winning sails. 

The establishment of a new workshop in Tarifa was a 
milestone in the Loftsails story. The Loft became critical 
in the development process. Here, ideas could be quickly 
transformed into functional designs, immediately tested, 
and further improved upon with continual feedback from 
the test team. As a result, Loftsails obtained a reputation 
for excellence in challenging conditions. Always balanced 
and right at home even when overpowered, Loftsails can 
be relied upon - implicitly. 

In celebration of its origins, Loftsails proudly carries the 
three-blade ‘turbine’ logo. This is inspired by Tarifa’s own 
windmills that we see from the Loft. 

For 2022 Loftsails research and development continues 
with further optimization of curves, shapes and profiles. 

Design evolution is the heart of Wind Vision.



R&D Tarifa
Tarifa is famous for nuclear winds. Easy performance 
in the upper wind range is a Loftsails fundamental 
with all designs benefiting from Tarifa’s famous wind 
environment. 

For 2022, Loftsails research focused on the cam-equipped 
racing designs and a reworked, cam-free Skyscape. 
Development continued towards improving forward-
oriented drive and expanding even further the effective 
wind ranges. 
 
The Racingblade and Skyblade 2022 continue to push 
forward cutting edge race performance with new luff 
curves, higher aspect ratios, and full x-ply layout. 

Skyscape designs have been completely reworked and 
the cams removed. Profile shape and basic geometry 
modifications take Skyscape foil freeriding to a new level.

Monty Spindler, Luca Spindler



2022 Sails  
Wind Vision is performance greater than the sum of the parts.

Ben van der Steen, Luca Spindler



Sail Technology
Trim Reactive 
Careful engineering of sail curves, shapes and profiles resulting in sails with a high level of adaptivity to conditions.
Soft trim raises the power centre, powering-up the rig in light winds. Hard trim lowers the power centre, streamlining the rig for strong winds.

Integrated Panel Concept (IPC)
Head and tack panels overlap to create radial multi-ply extensions into the sail body that greatly increase durability of all Loftsails designs. Purelip and 
Wavescape include IPC at the clew, creating an integrated two-ply that radiates into the sail body from the “boom zone”.

Metallic Cam Interfaces (MCIs)
A clean and efficient leading edge to your sail. When softer rotation is desired, MCIs can be easily removed. MCIs reduce contact point degradation at 
the interface between cam and batten pocket. This helps to maintain firm rotation.

Loftsails Quality
Loftsails designs are manufactured with meticulous detail and using materials of the best quality. These include state of the art tri-axial and bi-axial 
laminates, and woven polyesters of varying weights and finishes. Innovative features include multiple scrim-adhesive reinforcements, 5-layer glued 
seams, extruded PVC edge, batten wear guards, moulded batten-end wear studs.

Equalized
Each batten tensioner features dual side-loops that center and equalize the tensioner load to the sail batten, pocket and body. 

TekCam II System 
The TekCam II system expands performance possibilities by allowing riders to use the mast of their choice. SDMs are well suited to bigger sail sizes, 
larger riders, and flat water. RDMs are a better choice for smaller riders, smaller sail sizes, and rough conditions. TekCam II cams feature a larger 
footprint on the mast, longer rollers, and bigger contact areas above and below the rollers. 

Exclusive Batten Systems
Loftsails builds each design with specific batten sections and batten tapers to create an optimized internal frame for all sails. Loftsails batten systems 
includes rods (micro battens, tubed and standing battens leading sections), tubes of three types (glass, 30% carbon, 100% carbon) and standing 
battens. Rectangular batten section (10mm x 7mm rod) is profiled on the wider dimension. This preserves resistance against unwanted flex in its 
standing orientation. The effect translates into stiffness on a par with tube batten, but without their fragility. Batten rods are profiled using a tapering 
machine that includes automatic control of taper characteristic for consistent batten quality.

Moulded PVC Protectors
Multiple PVC protectors are distributed across the sails to safeguard critical points from wear. These include a thermoformed mast/board pad, soft PVC 
protectors for the foot edge and the batten pocket that crosses inside the boom area, and a moulded PVC protector sewn onto the top of the mast 
pocket.

Adjustable Outhaul
Included as a standard with all Blade designs. The adjustable outhaul is easy to configure and it is compatible with all boom types. 



Wavescape
4-BATTEN WAVE

Airscape
FREESTYLE

Oxygen
NO-CAM FREERACE

Switchblade
3-CAM FREERACE

Skyscape
FOIL SAIL

Skyblade
RACE FOIL SAIL

Racingblade
RACE SLALOM

Raceboardblade LW
RACEBOARD COMPETITION

Raceboardblade
RACEBOARD COMPETITION

Purelip
5-BATTEN WAVE

2022 Sail Range
Wind Vision is performance greater than the sum of the parts.



Size (m2) Luff (cm)      Boom (cm)   Extension (cm)   Top Battens Mast   Weight (kg)

3.0  338  136  0  Vario 4 Team Edition 340  2.65 
3.4  358  140  18  Vario 4 Team Edition 340  2.82 
3.7  368  144  28  Vario 5 Team Edition 340  3.03 
4.0  382  148  12  Vario 5 Team Edition 370  3.06 
4.2  386  154  16  Fixed 5 Team Edition 370  3.31 
4.5  398  158  28  Fixed 5 Team Edition 370  3.34 
4.7  402  162  32  Fixed 5 Team Edition 370  3.42 
5.0  416  168  16  Fixed 5 Team Edition 400  3.57 
5.2  422  174  22  Fixed 5 Team Edition 400  3.65 
5.4  430  174  30  Fixed 5 Team Edition 400  3.73 
5.7  446  176  16  Fixed 5 Team Edition 430  3.88 
6.2  462  186  32  Fixed 5 Team Edition 430  4.03 

Purelip 
The Purelip is pure wave performance: impressive stability with enormous wind range.
With its pedigree of more than 20 years of refinement, the Purelip continues to improve on balance, stability, and ease of use.

The Purelip feels faster and more compact as a result of its higher aspect ratio. The increase in mast length is compensated for by the switch to a 
closed sleeve head which replaces the mast top plug fitting used previously. 

Intended for wave and high-wind bump & jump use, Purelip features full x-ply layout, double Dacron head panels and triple reinforced foot and 
leech edges.
In wave riding conditions the power shifts experienced by the sail can be enormous. To stabilize the profile of the sail and extend Purelip’s wind 
range dual radials trace from the clew into the sail body. 
The leech has a revised outline and has been extended at the third batten to induce smooth, more reactive power release during wave
riding transitions. 
For top-end stability and reliability in demanding conditions 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 
• Integrated Panel Concept: 3-layer head/tack/clew radials extend into the all X-Ply body for the ultimate resistance in heavy surf.
• Full X-Ply: Higher longevity and UV-resistance
• Double Dacron: Reinforced head panels for easy roll-up, durability and longevity
• Triple Reinforcement: Buffed foot, leech and luff construction for maximised longevity of the rig
• High Visibility Window: Allows to see the lip from the bottom turn
• Forward-profile batten systems: Standing Battens at specific locations result in as responsive, low-end drive and easy upper end handling.
• Dual Clew Eyelets with Webbing: Allow adjusting leech-release characteristics to better suit sailing conditions
• IYU250 4-Part Mast Pocket: Super durable IYU250 is the perfect material between your mast and the elements
• Trim Diamond: A reference marker for precision leach-release tunning. 
• Full-opening Mast Pad: Easy access to your mast extension, downhaul system and batten trim key
• RDM/SDM Compatibility: RDM recommended, SDM compatible 

Purelip
HARDCORE WAVE

Sail Specifications Ben van der Steen



Wavescape
Powerful going out, but quick and agile coming back in, the 4-batten Wavescape is the ultimate Loftsails design for fluid wave expression!

Wavescape design is revised with higher aspect ratios that allow shorter boom lengths. Coupled with a reduced head width, the sail has a more 
compact feel and superb handling in sideshore and onshore wave riding conditions. The Wavescape reactivity is further improved by the new leech 
extension at the batten above the boom.

Dual radials trace from the clew into the body, stabilizing the profile under load and extending the design’s already impressing wind range. Even in 
nuking conditions, the Wavescape keeps delivering high-end performance and control.

For survival in gnarly conditions, Wavescape is constructed with full x-ply layout, dual Dacron head panels and triple reinforcements in the foot and 
leech edges.
Offering light, soft, neutral handing for down the line wave riding, the Wavescape is the ideal design for the most demanding wave enthusiast.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Integrated Panel Concept: 3-layer head/tack/clew radials extend into the all X-Ply body for the ultimate resistance in heavy surf
• Full X-Ply: Higher longevity and UV-resistance
• Double Dacron: Reinforced head panels for easy roll-up, durability and longevity
• Triple Reinforcement: Buffed foot, leech and luff construction for maximised longevity of the rig
• High Visibility Window: Allows to see the lip from the bottom turn
• Stabilizing Tendons: Two radials stabilize profile of the sail
• Forward-profile batten systems: Standing Battens at specific locations result in as responsive, low-end drive and easy upper end handling.
• Dual Clew Eyelets with Webbing: Allow adjusting leech-release characteristics to better suit sailing conditions
• IYU250 4-Part Mast Pocket: Super durable IYU250 is the perfect material between your mast and the elements
• Trim Diamond: A reference marker for precision leach-release tunning 
• Full-opening Mast Pad: Easy access to your mast extension, downhaul system and batten trim key
• RDM/SDM Compatibility: RDM recommended, SDM compatible 

Wavescape
MANOEUVRE WAVE 4-BATTEN

Size (m2) Luff (cm)      Boom (cm)   Extension (cm)   Top Battens Mast   Weight (kg)

3.7  358  150  18  Vario 4 Team Edition 340  2.86
4.0  372  154  32  Vario 4 Team Edition 340  2.94
4.2  378  154  38  Fixed 4 Team Edition 340  3.01
4.5  392  158  22  Fixed 4 Team Edition 370  3.09
4.7  398  164  28  Fixed 4 Team Edition 370  3.18
5.0  408  166  8  Fixed 4 Team Edition 400  3.31
5.4  432  174  32  Fixed 4 Team Edition 400  3.43
5.7  448  176  18  Fixed 4 Team Edition 430  3.55
6.2  464  186  34  Fixed 4 Team Edition 430  3.71

Sail Specifications 

Pierre Gloaguen



Airscape
Extremely light and stable, the Loftsails Airscape 2022 is a dual-purpose design that delivers explosive freestyle and super-easy freeride 
foiling.

As a freestyle sail, Airscape goes neutral on demand and can be powered up rapidly. This is aided by a Dacron luff panel and specific 
design parameters.

With its dual Dacron head panels, 2 mil tri-axial upper body and triple reinforced foot, the Airscape is ultra-light and can cope with the demands 
of radical freestyle moves.

For 2022, new leech outlines and a narrowed head width take the manoeuvrability of Airscape to a higher level.

The same qualities that make Airscape a great freestyle sail perfectly translate into exceptionally easy and stable freeride foil performance. The 
high aspect-ratio balances the low drag hydrofoil underneath.

For 2022, the smaller frame of the Airscape design complements the Skyscape’s range of bigger sizes.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• 2 mil Triax: Used in the upper body panels for weight reduction. Material is UV resistant
• 4 mil Biax: Used in the main window panel. Durable and provides high visibility
• Triple Reinforcement: Buffed foot, leech and luff construction for maximised longevity of the rig
• Forward-profile batten systems: Standing Battens at specific locations result in as responsive, low-end drive and easy upper end handling.
• IYU250 4-Part Mast Pocket: Super durable IYU250 is the perfect material between your mast and the elements
• Trim Diamond: A reference marker for precision leach-release tunning. 
• Full-opening Mast Pad: Easy access to your mast extension, downhaul system and batten trim key
• RDM/SDM Compatibility: RDM recommended, SDM compatible 

Airscape
DEDICATED FREESTYLE SAIL Size (m2) Luff (cm)      Boom (cm)   Extension (cm)   Top Battens Mast   Weight (kg)

4.0  378  148  8  Fixed 4 Team Edition 370  2.80
4.4  398  150  28  Fixed 4 Team Edition 370  2.90
4.8  416  158  16  Fixed 4 Team Edition 400  3.01
5.2  428  168  28  Fixed 4 Team Edition 400  3.22

Sail Specifications 

Pierre Garambois



Oxygen 
The Oxygen design is pure and easy freeride performance.

Debuting in 1992 as the O2, Oxygen continues its legacy as a proven and reliable freeride design with extreme wind range.

Oxygen enjoys a higher aspect ratio that translates into more forward-oriented drive and lighter, easier handling. Increased mast lengths are 
balanced by the closed sleeve top, replacing the previous head plug with front-to-back head straps.

Luff curves and leech configuration are redesigned to offer more solid bottom end power and a higher range of trim reactivity. This reactivity is key to 
the design’s expanded performance: Oxygen delivers both low wind slalom grunt and sleek upper end performance.

Available as previously in exclusive orange bi-ply and reinforced HD versions.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Green HD: Full X-Ply – 5 mil biaxial luff and foot panels, 4 mil biax window panels, 3.5 mil biax leech panels, 2 mil upper body panels
• Orange: 5 mil biaxial luff and foot panels, 5 mil mono window and 4 mil mono body panels
• Double Dacron: Reinforced head panels for easy roll-up, durability and longevity
• Tubed Batten System: Better upper end control.
• Cross Batten: Combined with leech extension batten and inset clew, cross batten connects the boom to the batten structure and promotes lower 
   leech twist for upper-end ease
• Dual Clew Eyelets with Webbing: Allow adjusting leech-release characteristics to better suit sailing conditions
• IYU250 4-Part Mast Pocket: Super durable IYU250 is the perfect material between your mast and the elements
• Trim Diamond: A reference marker for precision leach-release tunning. 
• Full-opening Mast Pad: Easy access to your mast extension, downhaul system and batten trim key
• RDM/SDM Compatibility: RDM recommended, SDM compatible 
• Sizes 7.8 and up use7 battens: 7.3 and down use 6 battens

Oxygen
NO-CAM FREERACE

Size (m2) Luff (cm)      Boom (cm)   Extension (cm)   Top Battens Mast   Weight (kg)

4.6  388  162  18  Vario 6 Vision 370  3.65
5.3  412  176  12  Vario 6 Vision 400  3.90
5.8  426  188  26  Vario 6 Vision 400  4.08
6.3  440  194  10  Fixed 6 Vision 430  4.22
6.8  460  200  30  Fixed 6 Vision 430  4.43
7.0  466  206  36  Fixed 6 Vision 430  4.47
7.3  474  208  14  Fixed 6 Vision 460  4.48
7.8  488  218  28  Fixed 7 Vision 460  5.01
8.5  510  224  20  Fixed 7 Vision 490  5.10
9.5  532  242  12  Fixed 7 Vision 520  5.48

Sail Specifications 

Ben van der Steen



Switchblade 
Throughout its design evolution, the Switchblade 3-cam freerace design had been appreciated and highlighted in many magazine tests. It 
has been complimented for smooth acceleration, wide wind range, and solid control in stronger winds. The 2022 design further expands 
these capabilities.

The aspect ratio of the Switchblade is increased some more to create a profile that optimises forward-oriented drive. 

A broader range of trimming options has been achieved by redistributing the luff curve and vertical shapes.

Switchblade 2022 continues to be available in the exclusive orange bi-ply and reinforced HD versions. 

All Switchblades come equipped with two sets of our TekCam II cams, and can accommodate both RDM and SDM masts.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Green HD: Full X-Ply – 5 mil biaxial luff and foot panels, 4 mil biax window panels, 3.5 mil biax leech panels, 2 mil upper body panels
• Orange: 5 mil biaxial luff and foot panels, 5 mil mono window and 4 mil mono body panels
• Blade Mast Pocket: Downhaul tension is equalized between the mast panel and the mast pocket resulting in a firm, easy-rotating leading edge
• Kevlar Strips: Internal vertical and horizontal Kevlar strip applications define profile and augments stability 
• TekCam II: Easy rotation and gentle on the mast 
• Metallic Cam Interface: Eliminates contact point degradation characteristic of cams
• Tubed Batten System: Better upper end control
• X-ply Batten Pocket: Minimizes the asymmetric character of applied batten pockets. 
• Neoprene Boom Cutout With Zippers: Limits water entry into the mast sleeve
• Dual Clew Eyelets with Webbing: Allow adjusting leech-release characteristics to better suit sailing conditions
• IYU250 4-Part Mast Pocket: Super durable IYU250 is the perfect material between your mast and the elements
• Trim Diamond: A reference marker for precision leach-release tunning. 
• Full-opening Mast Pad: Easy access to your mast extension, downhaul system and batten trim key
• RDM/SDM Compatibility: TekCam II Large (installed) and Reduced included with sizes 8.6 and smaller
• Sizes 7.8 and up use7 battens: 7.3 and down use 6 battens

Switchblade
EASY PERFORMANCE FREERACE

Size (m2) Luff (cm)      Boom (cm)   Extension (cm)   Top Cambers  Battens Mast Weight (kg)

5.3  404  182  34 Vario 3 6  Team Edition 370 TBC
5.8  428  186  28 Vario 3 6  Team Edition 400 TBC
6.3  438  169  8 Fixed 3 6  Team Edition 430 TBC
6.8  458  200  28 Fixed 3 6  Team Edition 430 TBC
7.0  468  204  8 Fixed 3 6  Team Edition 460 TBC
7.3  476  208  16 Fixed 3 6  Team Edition 460 TBC
7.8  490  218  30 Fixed 3 7  Team Edition 460 TBC
8.5  510  224  20 Fixed 3 7  Team Edition 490 TBC
9.5  538  236  18 Fixed 3 7  Team Edition 520 TBC 

Sail Specifications 

Luca Spindler, Ben van der Steen



Skyscape 
The 2022 target for the Skyscape design was to introduce a lighter, animated freeride foil sail, but to also retain impressive strong wind 
performance.

The design was completely revised by removing its three cambers. This allows the sail to rotate more easily in the tacks and gybes. With greater rig 
control freeride foilers can concentrate on their flight.

Elimination of the cambers resulted in an accumulated weight reduction of 10% for smaller sizes and up to 16% for the larger Skyscape designs.
A higher luff curve makes the sail softer and with a slightly elastic feeling when compared to 2021.

To balance the low drag of the hydrofoil, the aspect ratio of the Skyscapes has been further increased. The boom and head batten length reductions 
deliver improved stability and control in flight. 

Although designed for performance foiling, Skyscape 2022 is fully compatible with slalom windsurfing -ultra-friendly, effective and fast on a fin!

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Kevlar Strips: Define profile and increase longevity of the mast pocket 
• X-ply Batten Pocket: Minimizes the asymmetric character of applied batten pockets. 
• Varied Carbon Tubed Battens: Carbon tubes are lightweight and deliver superior stability at the upper end
• Dual Clew Eyelets with Webbing: Allow adjusting leech-release characteristics to better suit sailing conditions
• IYU250 4-Part Mast Pocket: Super durable IYU250 is the perfect material between your mast and the elements
• Trim Diamond: A reference marker for precision leach-release tunning. 
• Full-opening Mast Pad: Easy access to your mast extension, downhaul system and batten trim key
• RDM/SDM Compatibility: SDM recommended, RDM compatible with sizes 7.0 and down

Skyscape
DEDICATED FOIL SAIL Size (m2) Luff (cm)      Boom (cm)   Extension (cm)   Top Battens Mast   Weight (kg)

5.8  444  184  14  Fixed 5 Team Edition 430  TBC
6.4  464  196  34  Fixed 5 Team Edition 430  TBC
7.0  482  204  22  Fixed 5 Team Edition 460  TBC
8.0  522  210  32  Fixed 6 Team Edition 490  TBC
9.0  548  224  28  Fixed 6 Team Edition 520  TBC

Sail Specifications 

Farrah Hall



Skyblade 
Since its inception the Skyblade was envisioned as a cutting-edge design for the newly emerging discipline of competitive foil racing.

When in flight, foils generate minimal drag when compared to a fin setup. To be matched with the resulting forces, Skyblade adopts a higher aspect 
ratio and a reduced leech. To achieve a more aggressive high aspect, head width has been reduced. The loss of sail area is compensated for by 
increased luff length.

To improve acceleration, the vertical shapes and luff curves have been redistributed to achieve a higher, more forward-oriented drive.

Lower body profiles and fine-tuning of leech release values have reduced back hand pressure. With more control, riders can stay sheeted in even 
when hit by violent gusts.

Boom length has been further shortened to increase the aspect ratio and reduce sail profile movement. When combined with a reduced leech and a 
rigid 7-batten, 4-cam frame the outcome is a super-stable foiling machine.

To increase longevity and UV-resistance, Skyblade is produced entirely of monofilm-free materials.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Blade Mast Pocket: Downhaul tension is equalized between the mast panel and the mast pocket resulting in a firm, easy-rotating leading edge
• Kevlar Strips: Internal vertical and horizontal Kevlar strip applications define profile and augments stability
• Full X-Ply: Higher longevity and UV-resistance
• TekCam II: Easy rotation and gentle on the mast 
• Metallic Cam Interface: Eliminates contact point degradation characteristic of cams
• Varied Carbon Tubed Battens: Carbon tubes are lightweight and deliver superior stability at the upper end
• X-ply Batten Pocket: Minimizes the asymmetric character of applied batten pockets. 
• Neoprene Boom Cutout With Zippers: Limits water entry into the mast sleeve
• IYU250 4-Part Mast Pocket: Super durable IYU250 is the perfect material between your mast and the elements
• Trim Diamond: A reference marker for precision leach-release tunning. 
• RDM/SDM Compatibility: TekCam II Large (installed) and Reduced included with sizes 8.6 and smaller

Skyblade
DEDICATED COURSE RACE  
FOIL SAIL

Size (m2) Luff (cm)      Boom (cm)   Extension (cm)   Top Cambers  Battens Mast Weight (kg)

7.0  500  198  40  Fixed 4  7 Team Edition 460 TBC
8.0  528  214  36  Fixed 4  7 Team Edition 490 TBC
9.0  558  224  38  Fixed 4  7 Team Edition 520 TBC
10.0  586  230  36  Fixed 4  7 Team Edition 550 TBC

Sail Specifications 

Luca Spindler, Ben van der Steen



Racingblade
Racingblade is an epitome of Loftsails’ non-stop evolution.
 As uncompromising slalom-competition designs, Racingblades are recognized for their blistering acceleration and top speed. 

The previous model had already benefitted from increased forward-oriented drive. The 2022 version has slightly less low body profile and a higher 
aspect ratio to take top speed up yet another step.

The new Racingblade continues its development with further attention to the distribution of vertical curves and luff shape. On the racecourse, these 
developments translate into quicker acceleration off the mark and out of the gybes. 

The Racingblade’s efficient airflow is achieved by a uniquely constructed ultra-low drag mast pocket. Each of its three layers are tensioned by the 
tack pulley webbing, inducing a clean and firm leading edge.
Sail profile is greatly stabilized by the introduction of new batten profiles. Unfazed by even the strongest gusts, the sail transforms wind into 
blistering speed, and exhausts excess power off a finely tuned leech.

TekCam II camber inducers shift smoothly to give easy rotation. Metallic Cam Interfaces eliminate degradation at the cambers’ contact points.
Racingblade sizes 8.4 and smaller are compatible with SDM and RDM masts.
For the first time, Racingblade is produced entirely free of monofilm materials. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Blade Mast Pocket: Downhaul tension is equalized between the mast panel and the mast pocket resulting in a firm, easy-rotating leading edge
• Kevlar Strips: Internal vertical and horizontal Kevlar strip applications define profile and augments stability
• Full X-Ply: Higher longevity and UV-resistance
• TekCam II: Easy rotation and gentle on the mast 
• Metallic Cam Interface: Eliminates contact point degradation characteristic of cams
• Varied Carbon Tubed Battens: Carbon tubes are lightweight and deliver superior stability at the upper end
• X-ply Batten Pocket: Minimizes the asymmetric character of applied batten pockets. 
• Neoprene Boom Cutout With Zippers: Limits water entry into the mast sleeve
• IYU250 4-Part Mast Pocket: Super durable IYU250 is the perfect material between your mast and the elements
• Trim Diamond: A reference marker for precision leach-release tunning. 
• RDM/SDM Compatibility: TekCam II Large (installed) and Reduced included with sizes 8.6 and smaller
 

Racingblade
SLALOM UNLIMITED

Size (m2) Luff (cm)      Boom (cm)   Extension (cm)   Top Cambers  Battens Mast  Weight (kg)

5.0  408  172  38  Fixed 4  7 Team Edition 370 TBC
5.6  428  184  28  Fixed 4  7 Team Edition 400 TBC
6.3  450  196  20  Fixed 4  7 Team Edition 430 TBC
6.9  468  208  38  Fixed 4  7 Team Edition 430 TBC
7.7  498  208  38  Fixed 4  7 Team Edition 460 TBC
8.4  518  224  28  Fixed 4  7 Team Edition 490 TBC
9.1  538  236  18  Fixed 4  7 Team Edition 520 TBC

Sail Specifications 

Luca Spindler, Ben van der Steen



Raceboardblade
Raceboard competition most closely reflects classic sail racing: upwind starts, mark roundings, tactics based on wind shifts, and - as 
always - a premium on speed. Loftsails roots run deep in the raceboard class, and our raceboard team could not be stronger.

Joao Rodriguez, Curro Manchon and Patrik Pollak are clear about what is needed to win. Numerous national, European and World championship 
podiums have been occupied by these three raceboard legends. The Loftsails Raceboard development team continue to deliver the results.

The Raceboardblade LW (light wind) was initially designed for low wind raceboard competition. However, testing and competition results revealed 
that the LW is also efficient and effective when winds rise. 

Built on a 5-battens, 3-cam frame, the design is light, yet robust.
 
Raceboardblade LW possesses an extreme trim sensitivity. With a firm tension, these sails easily reach the upper end. At the opposite end of their 
trim range blistering low wind performance is achieved. Special cam straps keep the TekCams in place over the whole trim range.

The RBBLW has arguably the largest effective wind range for top raceboard competition!
Raceboardblade 9.5 is a dedicated medium to strong wind raceboard design. 

With the 7-battens, 4-cams frame and a moderate mast pocket width, the sail is very stable and fast. Raceboardblade 9.5 reaches its full potential 
on the raceboard course when the wind increases above 10-11 knots.

In common with the LW design, the 9.5 is extremely trim sensitive. This sensitivity to downhaul and outhaul adjustment results in a ballistic wind 
range.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Blade Mast Pocket: Downhaul tension is equalized between the mast panel and the mast pocket resulting in a firm, easy-rotating leading edge
• 4 mil Dimension Polyant: Body panels are light and durable
• Metallic Cam Interface: Eliminates contact point degradation characteristic of cams
• Varied Carbon Tubed Battens: Carbon tubes are lightweight and deliver superior stability at the upper end
• X-ply Batten Pocket: Minimizes the asymmetric character of applied batten pockets. 
• Exposed tack: Facilitating adjustable downhaul kits
• IYU250 4-Part Mast Pocket: Super durable IYU250 is the perfect material between your mast and the elements
• Trim Diamond: A reference marker for precision leach-release tunning. 
• Tack Strap With Eyelet: Strap tension independent from downhaul tensionRaceboardblade 

PURE RACEBOARD COMPETITION Size (m2) Luff (cm)     Boom (cm)   Extension (cm)   Top Cambers  Battens Mast                Weight (kg)

LW 7.5  475     220  15  Fixed 3 5 Team Edition SDM 460 4.31
LW 8.5  510     232  15  Fixed 3 5 Team Edition SDM 490 4.40
LW 9.5  548     244  28  Fixed 3 5 Team Edition SDM 550/530 4.59
9.5  538     240  18  Fixed 3 7 Team Edition SDM 520 5.84

Sail Specifications 

Curro Manchon, Patrik Pollak



Loftsails Mast
Wind Vision is performance greater than the sum of the parts.



Team Edition II C100 SDM 100% CARBON
Loftsails Vision 75% carbon range delivers high end response and reaction, making it an ideal choice for performance freeride, freerace, 
and wavesailing use.

These masts feature a durable prepreg construction that is tough and resistant to the demands of the application – be it punishment in the 
surf or camber wear.

Loftsails’ reliable, precision manufacturing methods ensure consistent quality. Production variance tolerance is reduced so that the intended 
behaviour of our masts is assured.

Loftsails Team Edition masts are constructed to achieve the best possible response for the least possible weight, without compromise 
on durability.
For high-performance sails, reaction and reflex are paramount. A fundamental requirement to complement our designs is that intended mast 
behaviour is consistently replicated across all diameters and sizes.

Loftsails Team Edition masts are manufactured using the prepreg method and the best possible T700 and T800 carbon fibres. Making use 
of an autoclave curing process, the result is high-end masts that deliver the highest available level of tensile strength, responsive flex, and 
impact/friction protection.

Vision II C75 SDM 75% CARBON

Vision II RDM 340  370  400  430  460  490

Carbon  T700 & T800 T700 & T800 T700 & T800 T700 & T800 T700 & T800 T700 & T800
IMCS  14  17  19  21  25  29
Weight (kg) 1.31  1.61  1.70  1.99  2.37  2.69

Team Edition II  340  370  400  430  460            490      520

Carbon  T700 & T800 T700 & T800 T700 & T800 T700 & T800 T700 & T800      T700 & T800     T700 & T800
IMCS  14  17  19  21  25             29        33
Weight (kg) 1.21  1.35  1.48  1.64  1.90             2.21       2.56 

Mast Specifications Mast Specifications 



Loftsails quality prepreg construction methods make the 50% carbon Spark II more than entry-level masts. Their reaction and 
performance are comparable to many higher carbon-content mast models.

The construction is solid giving the user peace of mind.

For general freeride blasting and progression, Spark II is an excellent choice at a competitive price.

Loftsails Vision 75% carbon range delivers high end response and reaction, making it an ideal choice for performance freeride, freerace, 
and wavesailing use.

These masts feature a durable prepreg construction that is tough and resistant to the demands of the application – be it punishment in the surf or 
camber wear.

Loftsails’ reliable, precision manufacturing methods ensure consistent quality. Production variance tolerance is reduced so that the intended 
behaviour of our masts is assured.

Spark II C50 RDM 50% CARBON Vision II C75 RDM 75% CARBON

Spark II RDM  340  370  400  430  460

Carbon   T700  T700  T700  T700  T700
IMCS   14  17  19  21  25
Weight (kg)  1.52  1.61  1.66  2.16  2.51

Mast Specifications 

Vision II SDM  400  430  460  490  520

Carbon   T700 & T800 T700 & T800 T700 & T800 T700 & T800 T700 & T800
IMCS   19  21  25  29  33
Weight (kg)  1.44  1.69  1.99  2.07  2.60

Mast Specifications 



Loftsails Team Edition masts are constructed to achieve the best possible response for the least possible weight, without compromise on 
durability.

For high-performance sails, reaction and reflex are paramount. A fundamental requirement to complement our designs is that intended mast 
behaviour is consistently replicated across all diameters and sizes.

Loftsails Team Edition masts are manufactured using the prepreg method and the best possible T700 and T800 carbon fibres. Making use of 
an autoclave curing process, the result is high-end masts that deliver the highest available level of tensile strength, responsive flex, and impact/
friction protection.

MAST EXTENSION RDM MAST EXTENSION SDM

Loftsails mast extensions bring reliability and ease of use to a new level.

We optimize all components for performance windsurfing.
The extension tube is made using anodized aluminium to prevent saltwater corrosion.

The 3-wheel pulley block is of 100% moulded metal construction. Both SDM and RDM models are compatible with 4-roller tack pulleys. Spectra line is 
featured as standard. 

Team Edition Mast ExtensionTeam Edition II C100 RDM 100% CARBON

Team Edition II  370             400       430  460             490       520  530            550

Carbon  T700 & T800      T700 & T800       T700 & T800      T700 & T800      T700 & T800       T700 & T800      T700 & T800      T700 & T800
IMCS  17             19                21   25             29        33  34             35
Weight (kg) 1.51             1.68       1.76   1.79             2.00       2.45  2.53             2.67

Mast Specifications 
Diameter Length (cm) Aluminium              Weight (kg)

RDM  32  T8  0.65
RDM  46  T8  0.79
SDM  32  T8  0.71
SDM  46  T8  0.84

Mast Extension Specifications 



Loftsails Boom 
Wind Vision is performance greater than the sum of the parts.



Loftsails is stoked to present our all new, full carbon and no compromise Loft Booms. 

The Loftsails Booms are engineered with new curves that allow both of a sailor’s arms to work effectively. The booms offer comfort and control 
across a huge wind range.
Boom arm curve design, weight distribution, and stiffness are developed individually and specifically for each boom model and length.

Loft Boom tails optimise the relationship between power (wider) and control (narrower). Boom tail widths are matched to boom length and sail 
size, for optimal performance.” 

Loftsails Carbon Boom

Length (cm)  Profile  Diameter (mm)  Weight (kg)

140 - 200  Wave  25   2.16
150 - 210  Freemove  25   2.49
170 - 220  Slalom  26   2.71
190 - 240  Race  29   3.09
220 - 270  Race  29   3.41 

Boom Specifications 



Loftsails Foil & Wing 
Wind Vision is performance greater than the sum of the parts.



Slalom 720 Foil 
A high-performance full carbon foil package designed for strong wind racing.

The mast is produced using T700 carbon fiber composites making it stiff, durable and very light. The fuselage has a slightly larger 
diameter to further maintain the stiffness and reduce flex between the parts.

Anhedral 720 cm2 front wing shape minimizes cavitation for a more predictable and comfortable flight. The profile is optimized for 
slalom speed in top-flight foil racing. 

Tail wing angle can be adjusted on the beach or even in the water, which is critical to race performance. No spacers are needed.

Slalom 720 foil components are assembled with 8mm countersunk hex-head stainless screws. All are super strong and resist 
both mechanical damage and corrosion.

All Loftsails foil sets can be customized with a wide range of interchangeable front wings, fuselages, tail wings and foil masts for 
a tailored, fine-tuned experience.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

• High Aspect  
   Front wing is optimized for top speed

• Pitch Control  
   Stabilizer wing angle can be adjusted without spacers

• Security  
   Countersunk 8mm hex-head stainless screws resist corrosion and damage

• Deep Tuttle Box type  

 Foil Specifications 

Slalom 720 Foil

Front Wing (cm2)      Front Wing Span (cm) Back Wing (cm) Back wing Span (cm2)    Fuselage (cm)    Mast (cm)      Box
720          75   280  39   95      95  DT

Ben van der Steen



Race 920 Foil 
A high-performance full carbon foil package dedicated to race performance even in lighter winds.

For the highest stiffness and reduced flex, the foil mast is manufactured using M40J high-modulus high-strength carbon fiber 
composites and the fuselage has a slightly larger diameter. 

An anhedral 920 cm2 front wing is optimized for tight upwind and deep downwind angles. 

Tail wing angle can be adjusted on the beach or even in the water, which is critical to race performance. No spacers are needed.

Race 920 foil components are assembled with 8mm countersunk hex-head stainless screws. All are super strong and resist both 
mechanical damage and corrosion.

All Loftsails foil sets can be customized with a wide range of interchangeable front wings, fuselages, tail wings and foil masts for 
a tailored, fine-tuned experience.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

• High Aspect  
   Front wing is optimized for deep downwind and tight upwind angles

• M40J Carbon Mast
   Highest stiffness and lowest flex available

• Pitch Control 
   Stabilizer wing angle can be adjusted without spacers

• Deep Tuttle Box type  

 Foil Specifications 

Front Wing (cm2)      Front Wing Span (cm) Back Wing (cm) Back wing Span (cm2)    Fuselage (cm)    Mast (cm)      Box
920          88   255  39   95      115  DT

Race 920 Foil

Luca Spindler



Impulse 1100 Freeride Foil
When looking for performance, ease of use and top-class construction in one package, look no further.

The Impulse 1100 freeride foil is designed for first-timers and experienced flyers. Its 1100 cm2 carbon front wing allows it to take 
off at a lower speed and with little wind, making the whole experience much easier for beginners. Advanced users can practice 
their carve moves and enjoy the flight sensation on the mellowest of days.

Impulse 1100 foil is designed to be used for both windsurf freeriding and wing foiling.

The tail wing is designed with an incorporated tail angle adjustment system that needs no spacers. The tail angle can be adjusted 
on the beach or even in the water.

Impulse 110 foil components are assembled with 8mm countersunk hex-head stainless screws. All are super strong and resist 
both mechanical damage and corrosion.

All Loftsails foil sets can be customized with a wide range of interchangeable front wings, fuselages, tail wings and foil masts for 
a tailored, fine-tuned experience.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Low Aspect  
   Front wing is optimized for early take off at lower speed and little wind 

• Anodized Aluminum
   Mast and fuselage are high resistant to corrosion

• Pitch Control 
   Stabilizer wing angle can be adjusted without spacers

• Security  
   Countersunk 8mm hex-head stainless screws resist corrosion and damage.

• Multiple Adapters
   Foil can be equipped with Plate, Deep Tuttle, Tuttle and Power Box adapters 

 Foil Specifications 

Front Wing (cm2)      Front Wing Span (cm) Back Wing (cm) Back wing Span (cm2)    Fuselage (cm)    Mast (cm)      Box
1100          72   280  43   85      75  Plate/ DT/ T/ PB

Impulse 1100
Freeride Foil

Monty Spindler, Pete King



Waterman 1600 Allround Foil
Those practicing multiple sports would appreciate Waterman’s versatility. It is adapted to and augmented in 
performance to fit windfoil, wingfoil, supfoil and freefoiling disciplines.

Early take-off results from the 1600 cm2 front wing. The tail stabilizer is designed with an incorporated tail angle adjustment 
system that needs no spacers and can be easily adjusted on the beach or even in the water.

The front wing and stabilizer are mounted on a solid anodized aluminum fuselage of a slightly bigger diameter. That allows a 
more rigid and flex-free connection of all foil components.

Waterman is assembled using 8mm diameter countersunk hex-head stainless steel screws for an extra edge in strength and 
corrosion resistance.

All Loftsails foil sets can be customized with a wide range of interchangeable front wings, fuselages, tail wings and foil masts for 
a tailored, fine-tuned experience.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

• High Aspect  
   Front wing is optimized for early take off. 1600 m2 works well will with wind, wing and SUP foiling.

• Anodized Aluminum
   Mast and fuselage are high resistant to corrosion

• Pitch Control 
   Stabilizer wing angle can be adjusted without spacers

• Security  
   Countersunk 8mm hex-head stainless screws resist corrosion and damage. 

• Multiple Adapters
   Foil can be equipped with Plate, Deep Tuttle, Tuttle and Power Box adapters

 Foil Specifications 

Front Wing (cm2)      Front Wing Span (cm) Back Wing (cm) Back wing Span (cm2)    Fuselage (cm)    Mast (cm)      Box
1600          94   310  48   75       65  Plate/ DT/ T/ PB 

Waterman 1600
Allround Foil



Wingnut
For beginners and committed wing devotees, the Wingnut is an easy and versatile wing package to cover all conditions.

The outline of the Wingnut gives it a moderate aspect ratio. Parallel tips help limit the wingspan in the bigger sizes resulting in better clearance over 
the surface of the water. 

Light and stable, the Wingnut generates smooth power during take-off even in strong and gusty winds, but will flag-out and drift neutrally when 
surfing waves. 

A stiff leading edge supports a tight and clean canopy, and the inclusion of two generously sized windows aids visibility during flight or transitions.

Stitches on the leading edge and strut are internally protected to provide additional protection for the bladder and reduce wear and tear when 
pumping. Mini battens on the trailing edge provide further reinforcement and eliminate canopy fluttering. 
 
The wing features multiple ergonomic handles on the leading edge and the strut. This allows each user can find their own “sweet spot”. Handles are 
EVA-covered for better grip and comfort. 

The Wingnut is easy to set up with large air valves for quick inflation and deflation. 
When not in use, the Wingnut can be neatly packed into its light and ergonomic backpack and stored until your next adventure.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• PVC Window
  Better overview of surroundings increases safety

• Safety Leash 
  Elastic wrist leash that prevent losing the wing

• Large Air Valves 
  Increased valve diameter allows quicker inflation/deflation

• Mini Battens 
  Prevent fluttering of the trail edge and increase it’s longevity 

• Small Packaging 
  All Wingnuts come with a neat, easy to carry and store backpackWingnut 

DEDICATED FOIL WING Size (m2) Span (m)  Wind Range (kts)  Weight (kg)

3.0  2.64  18 - 30   2.21
4.0  3.04  14 - 22   2.72
5.0  3.40  10 - 18   3.32
6.0  3.72  7 - 14   3.67

 Wing Specifications 

Francis Billet



Size: M - L - XL

Loftsails Promotion

Loftsails T-shirt
 Irish Green

Loftsails Sweater 
 Irish Green

Loftsails Sweater 
 Irish Green

Loftsails Beachflag
Orange

Loftsails T-shirt
Black

Size: M - L - XL Size: M - L - XL

Size: M - L - XL

Size: 484 x 76 cm


